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Summary and recommendations

Background

Radiation therapy is a treatment for cancer which employs targeted doses of radiation to kill cancer cells. In 1988, the Commonwealth introduced the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme (the ROHPG Scheme or Scheme) to fund radiation oncology equipment. The Scheme is administered by the Department of Health (Health) and the Department of Human Services (Human Services), and has been operating continuously since its introduction. The objectives of the Scheme are:

- to improve health outcomes for cancer patients;
- increase access to radiation oncology services;
- improve equity of access for cancer patients; and
- ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation oncology services.

The Scheme aims to achieve these objectives by reimbursing radiation oncology facilities for a proportion of their capital costs incurred in delivering radiation therapy services.

While a number of reviews into the radiation oncology sector have resulted in refinements to specific aspects the Scheme, the overall program design has not changed since 1988.

Audit objective and criteria

The audit objective was to assess the effectiveness of the Department of Health's and the Department of Human Services' administration of the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme.

To form a conclusion against the audit objective, the ANAO adopted the following high level audit criteria:

- Health has designed the program and related guidelines to support the achievement of Scheme objectives;
- Health and Human Services have effectively and efficiently administered the Scheme consistent with relevant policy, guidelines and legislation; and
- Health and Human Services have implemented appropriate program governance, risk management, performance monitoring and reporting arrangements which have informed the ongoing administration of the Scheme.

Conclusion

Since its introduction in 1988, the Scheme has focussed on coordinated management of the supply of radiation oncology equipment by the Commonwealth. Health's administration of the Scheme has been based on an assessment process to inform its decision-making on the number and location of machines, and elements of the Scheme's design have sought to influence investment decisions of service providers relating to the type of equipment purchased and the...
Summary and recommendations

Background

1. Radiation therapy is a treatment for cancer which employs targeted doses of radiation to kill cancer cells.

2. In 1988, the Commonwealth introduced the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme (the ROHPG Scheme or Scheme) to fund radiation oncology equipment. The Scheme is administered by the Department of Health (Health) and the Department of Human Services (Human Services), and has been operating continuously since its introduction. The objectives of the Scheme are: to improve health outcomes for cancer patients; increase access to radiation oncology services; improve equity of access for cancer patients; and ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation oncology services. The Scheme aims to achieve these objectives by reimbursing radiation oncology facilities for a proportion of their capital costs incurred in delivering radiation therapy services.

3. While a number of reviews into the radiation oncology sector have resulted in refinements to specific aspects the Scheme, the overall program design has not changed since 1988.

Audit objective and criteria

4. The audit objective was to assess the effectiveness of the Department of Health’s and the Department of Human Services’ administration of the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme.

5. To form a conclusion against the audit objective, the ANAO adopted the following high level audit criteria:

   • Health has designed the program and related guidelines to support the achievement of Scheme objectives;
   • Health and Human Services have effectively and efficiently administered the Scheme consistent with relevant policy, guidelines and legislation; and
   • Health and Human Services have implemented appropriate program governance, risk management, performance monitoring and reporting arrangements which have informed the ongoing administration of the Scheme.

Conclusion

6. Since its introduction in 1988, the Scheme has focussed on coordinated management of the supply of radiation oncology equipment by the Commonwealth. Health’s administration of the Scheme has been based on an assessment process to inform its decision-making on the number and location of machines, and elements of the Scheme’s design have sought to influence investment decisions of service providers relating to the type of equipment purchased and the

---

frequency with which equipment is updated or replaced. This audit highlights a number of issues with the department’s management of the Scheme which could be addressed administratively—through incremental adjustments reflecting the current program design—or by looking more fundamentally at the Scheme’s underlying program design some three decades on. Key issues requiring attention include: Scheme reimbursement rates, which have not reflected movements in key variables such as interest and exchange rates; the release of departmental information on areas of need, to help inform investment decisions; inconsistencies in Health’s approach to assessing complex applications; and the basis for assessing whether scheduled equipment capital allowances reflect the actual cost of purchasing equipment.

7. The department has advised the ANAO that it intends to review the Scheme in 2016.

Supporting findings

Program administration

8. Scheme reimbursement rates have not been updated since November 2010, and do not reflect changes in equipment costs or specifications, or movements in interest and exchange rates. In addition, key assumptions affecting the calculation of Scheme reimbursement rates, such as borrowing costs for private and public facilities, interest capitalisation methodologies, and patient throughput rates, have not been reviewed in recent years. As a consequence, the current reimbursement rates may not accurately reflect the capital costs of eligible equipment. Health advised the ANAO that it intended to address the issue of exchange rates as part of a planned review of the Scheme.

9. Health has adopted a framework for identifying which regions would benefit from additional radiation oncology capacity. However, the data which supports this assessment – the ‘areas of need’ analysis – is not released publicly. Health would help inform the investment decisions of radiation oncology organisations by releasing this information.

10. Health is responsible for assessing whether an item of equipment purchased by a facility is eligible for funding under the Scheme’s existing schedule of eligible equipment. Treatments and technologies that are not already eligible for funding under the Scheme are first assessed by the Medical Services Advisory Committee for eligibility under the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) scheme. If the treatment or technology is approved under the MBS, it is then assessed by the Technical Specifications Working Group for funding under the ROHPG Scheme. The administration of the Scheme would benefit from a clearer and more transparent framework for determining whether an item of equipment is already eligible for funding under the Scheme; or whether the application involves a genuinely novel treatment or technology and should therefore be assessed by the Medical Services Advisory Committee.

11. Health held on file a legal instrument reflecting the terms on which Scheme funding was agreed for 99 per cent of equipment reviewed by the ANAO. Health was unable to locate approval minutes evidencing the basis for the delegate’s decisions in relation to one third of currently funded items of equipment. This represents a risk exposure for the department in the event that the delegate’s decision is challenged, for example in the context of administrative review. For those decisions for which documentation was available, the delegate was generally provided with relevant advice, including the need to consider the proper use of public resources, and sufficient justification for recommendations on proposed funding.
12. The Health Program Grants legislation requires approval of both organisations and facilities before they are eligible for funding. A total of 38 organisations have been approved to receive funding under the Scheme. The department did not have documents evidencing approval for four of these organisations. There was some documentation of approval for each of the 77 facilities approved to receive funding.

13. The ANAO identified a number of inconsistencies in Health’s approach to the assessment of complex applications, relating to: multiple funding applications in the same geographic area; replacement and refurbishment of equipment; multiple sources of funding; and the imposition of bulk-billing requirements. The department should consider whether to address these and other matters raised in this audit administratively, by clarifying the guidelines, or by considering program design more fundamentally.

14. The respective roles of Health and Human Services in administering the ROHPG Scheme are clearly set out in the ‘Business Agreement relating to Medicare and Related Programmes 2012-15’.

15. Both Health and Human Services have implemented risk management procedures to identify and address a number of program administration risks associated with the Scheme. The monthly processing of payments incorporates manual intervention and legacy systems, but Human Services has assessed that it would not be economical to automate these processes unless this was done as part of broader changes to Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) systems or the ROHPG Scheme design.

**Program outcomes and design**

16. Health currently reports performance against one quantitative indicator focusing on the number of sites delivering radiation oncology, and a qualitative indicator focusing on expert stakeholder engagement. The indicators do not provide a complete or balanced measure of the Scheme’s performance against its stated policy objectives: to improve health outcomes for cancer patients; increase access to radiation oncology services; improve equity of access for cancer patients; and ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation oncology services.

17. The Scheme has been operating continuously for nearly three decades. In that time, the Scheme has been the subject of a number of internal and external reviews. Some of these reviews resulted in changes to specific elements of the Scheme. However, no recent review or evaluation has systematically assessed the Scheme’s outcomes against its four policy objectives. The ANAO reviewed key evaluations, reviews and other information available to Health to assess the Scheme’s performance. Overall, it is difficult to assess the specific contribution made by the Scheme as a complex range of policy settings and related programs have also influenced the sector since 1988.

18. In summary, there have been improvements in the number of facilities and machines used to treat cancer; and the number and proportion of facilities located in regional areas. This period has also seen an improvement in patient bulk-billing rates for radiotherapy and therapeutic nuclear medicine, as well as a reduction in the average age of the equipment fleet. Together, these developments are likely to have contributed to realising the Scheme’s stated policy objectives.
19. However, a number of other factors are likely to have contributed to these changes, including the incentive for public and private sector organisations to locate facilities in areas that will maximise patient throughput and return on investment; other Government policies aimed at improving the affordability of health care services; and specific funding programs for radiation oncology facilities. Consequently, the extent to which the Scheme has directly contributed to these outcomes is unclear.

20. The current approach to reimbursing facilities is based on a representative schedule of equipment prices, rather than actual purchase costs. Under current arrangements, Health is unable to provide assurance that the scheduled equipment capital allowances are being set in a manner that accurately reflects the capital costs to facilities.

21. The department has advised the ANAO that it intends to review the Scheme in 2016. That review provides an opportunity to consider issues of program design more fundamentally. In that context, there would also be merit in reviewing a number of key elements of the Scheme – the treatment of capital payments, capital allowances and pricing transparency.

**Recommendations**

**Recommendation No. 1**

**Paragraph 2.54**

The ANAO recommends that, should the Department of Health continue to administer the ROHPG Scheme in accordance with current program settings, the department should:

(a) periodically review and document reimbursement rates and the underlying variables that inform the calculation of those rates, including interest rates and exchange rates;

(b) publish its areas of need analysis to inform stakeholder investment decisions; and

(c) clarify guidance relating to competing applications, the replacement and refurbishment of equipment, multiple funding sources, and the imposition of bulk-billing conditions.

**Department of Health response:** Agreed.

**Recommendation No. 2**

**Paragraph 3.32**

The ANAO recommends that as part of its planned review of the ROHPG Scheme, the Department of Health review the underlying program design, including mechanisms to improve pricing transparency.

**Department of Health response:** Agreed.
Summary of entity responses

22. The Department of Health and the Department of Human Services provided formal comment on the proposed audit report. The summary responses are provided below, with the full responses at Appendix 1.

Department of Health

As identified in the Audit Report, the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants (ROHPG) Scheme has been operating for nearly three decades and there has been a range of factors that have influenced the sector since its inception. Given that the ROHPG Scheme has been operating since 1988 and not reviewed since 1999, the proposed report is welcome. Furthermore, the Proposed Report recommendations are very relevant in the context of the review the Department is undertaking of the Scheme. The Department agrees with the audit report and will consider the report as part of its review.

Department of Human Services

The Department of Human Services (the department) welcomes this report.

The department is pleased to note that the ANAO found no issues with the department's effectiveness in administering the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme and has made no recommendations for the department's action.
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Audit Findings
1. Background

1.1 Introduction

Radiation therapy is a treatment for cancer which employs targeted doses of radiation to kill cancer cells. Although radiation oncology has high initial capital costs and requires a team of specialised practitioners, it is considered to compare well with other cancer treatment modalities such as surgery and chemotherapy, in terms of cost and treatment outcomes.

2. In the 1980s, radiation therapy treatment rates for newly diagnosed cancer patients in Australia remained significantly below estimates of the clinically optimal level. For example, in 1988 the rate of newly diagnosed patients treated with radiation therapy was estimated to be as low as 32 per cent.

3. In contrast, there is a body of opinion that around 50 per cent of newly diagnosed cancer patients would benefit from at least one course of radiation therapy.

4. Reasons for the low rates of radiation therapy treatment given at the time included: a lack of awareness among medical students of radiation therapy as a cancer treatment; perceptions that radiation therapy was a relatively expensive form of treatment; and workforce shortages.

5. Over the years, a number of barriers to patient access were also identified. As radiation therapy requires patients to have multiple treatments over a period of time and facilities have tended to be concentrated in metropolitan areas, cancer patients in regional areas have historically had significantly lower radiation therapy treatment rates compared to those living in metropolitan areas.

6. Radiation oncology treatment may also involve a number of indirect costs for the patient in addition to the treatment costs. These include childcare, accommodation, and time away from work. As a consequence patients from lower socio-economic areas have had lower radiation therapy treatment rates.

7. The Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme (ROHPG Scheme or the Scheme) was introduced in 1988 to fund radiation oncology equipment. The Scheme aims to improve health outcomes for cancer patients; increase access to radiation oncology services; improve equity of access for cancer patients; and ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation therapy.

---

3 M. Barton et al. 'Radiation therapy: are we getting value for money?' Clinical Oncology (Royal College of Radiologists) 7: 1997, pp. 287–292; Stevens, G. and Firth, I. 'Audit in radiation therapy: long-term survival and cost of treatment', Australasian Radiology, 41(1) 29–34, 1995


1. **Background**

**Introduction**

1.1 Radiation therapy is a treatment for cancer which employs targeted doses of radiation to kill cancer cells. Although radiation oncology has high initial capital costs and requires a team of specialised practitioners, it is considered to compare well with other cancer treatment modalities such as surgery and chemotherapy, in terms of cost and treatment outcomes.²

1.2 In the 1980s, radiation therapy treatment rates for newly diagnosed cancer patients in Australia remained significantly below estimates of the clinically optimal level. For example, in 1988 the rate of newly diagnosed patients treated with radiation therapy was estimated to be as low as 32 per cent.³ In contrast, there is a body of opinion that around 50 per cent of newly diagnosed cancer patients would benefit from at least one course of radiation therapy.⁴ Reasons for the low rates of radiation therapy treatment given at the time included: a lack of awareness among medical students of radiation therapy as a cancer treatment; perceptions that radiation therapy was a relatively expensive form of treatment; and workforce shortages.⁵

1.3 Over the years, a number of barriers to patient access were also identified. As radiation therapy requires patients to have multiple treatments over a period of time and facilities have tended to be concentrated in metropolitan areas, cancer patients in regional areas have historically had significantly lower radiation therapy treatment rates compared to those living in metropolitan areas.⁶ Radiation oncology treatment may also involve a number of indirect costs for the patient in addition to the treatment costs. These include childcare, accommodation, and time away from work. As a consequence patients from lower socio-economic areas have had lower radiation therapy treatment rates.⁷

1.4 The Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme (ROHPG Scheme or the Scheme) was introduced in 1988 to fund radiation oncology equipment. The Scheme aims to improve health outcomes for cancer patients; increase access to radiation oncology services; improve equity of access for cancer patients; and ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation therapy.

---


oncology services. The Scheme is administered by the Department of Health (Health) and the Department of Human Services (Human Services), and has been operating continuously since 1988.

1.5 The Scheme is designed to reimburse public and private facilities for the cost of certain types of radiation oncology equipment as treatments are delivered. Funding for each item of equipment ceases once that equipment has delivered a specific number of treatments — an arrangement which is intended to promote the timely replacement of equipment.

1.6 Although a number of reviews into the radiation oncology sector have resulted in refinements to the Scheme, the overall program design has not changed significantly since 1988.

1.7 The radiation oncology sector has changed significantly since 1988:

- The number of megavoltage machines used to deliver radiation oncology services in Australia has increased substantially. In 1988, there were 46 megavoltage machines. By 2015, the number of linear accelerators in use had grown to around 200.
- The number of treatment facilities has increased. Prior to 1988, there were 18 public and private treatment facilities; by 2015 the number of facilities funded under the Scheme was 76.
- The number and proportion of facilities located in regional areas has increased. In 2002, out of 44 radiation oncology facilities in Australia, only six (14 per cent) were in rural and regional areas. In 2015, of the 76 facilities receiving funding, 19 (or 25 per cent) were located in regional areas.

---


9 The policy objectives of the Scheme note that quality radiation oncology services are performed using up-to-date equipment. Department of Health and Ageing, ROHPG Scheme Guidelines, November 2010, DoHA, Canberra, p. 4.

10 These machines are used to deliver a targeted beam of radiation to the patient. The most commonly used megavoltage machines in Australia in 2015 are called linear accelerators, shown in Figure 1.1. Previously, other types of machines such as cobalt units were used but have since been superseded.


14 The Department of Health adopts the Australian Standard Geographical Classification – Remoteness Area (ASGC-RA) structure. Of the 76 facilities, 15 are classified as RA2 – Inner Regional, and 4 are classified as RA3 – Outer Regional.
• The financial accessibility of radiation therapy services has improved. Bulk-billing rates for radiotherapy and therapeutic nuclear medicine have increased from around 12 per cent in 1988, to nearly 70 per cent in 2015.¹⁵

• Between 2000 and 2010, the percentage of linear accelerators aged more than 10 years reduced from 14 per cent to nine percent; the percentage of linear accelerators aged between five and 10 years declined from 39 per cent to 28 per cent; and the percentage of linear accelerators aged five years or less increased from 40 per cent to 60 per cent.¹⁶

1.8 Under the Scheme, the amount that individual facilities are reimbursed for each service is determined from time to time by the Health Minister or delegate, and set out in the Scheme Guidelines (the Guidelines).¹⁷ To calculate the per-service funding amounts, Health estimates the capital cost of the machine and certain specified ancillary equipment (the capital allowance), and divides this cost by the notional number of services that each machine can deliver over its lifetime.¹⁸ For example, for the purposes of the Scheme, Health bases its calculations on a linear accelerator delivering around 82,800 services during its useful life.¹⁹

1.9 Each month, facilities are reimbursed an amount based on the number of eligible radiation oncology services delivered in the preceding month. Scheme funding ceases after the capital balance for a specific machine has been exhausted – that is, after the specified number of services have been delivered on that machine. Medicare benefits are still payable for services delivered on machines with expired capital allowances, as these represent payments for professional services rather than capital expenditure.

1.10 Private facilities are paid a higher rate of reimbursement than public facilities, as private facilities are provided with additional funding to account for the cost of borrowing to finance the purchase cost of capital equipment.²⁰ Public facilities can receive the higher rate of reimbursement (which includes the cost of borrowing) if they can demonstrate that they have borrowed money to buy the equipment. This had not occurred in practice at the time of this audit.


¹⁷ Department of Health and Ageing, ROHPG Scheme Guidelines, November 2010, DoHA, Canberra.

¹⁸ The amount reimbursed is determined by the Health delegate and is listed in the Scheme Guidelines. It may not reflect the actual purchase price of the equipment. A machine may well deliver more services over its lifetime than the notional number estimated by Health.

¹⁹ The number of services and years of operation of a particular piece of equipment varies according to the type of equipment. Rates for each equipment category are set out in the Scheme Guidelines, p. 18.

²⁰ For example, using current rates, a linear accelerator at a private facility has a scheduled capital allowance of $4.6 million and a per-service reimbursement of $55.97, whereas the same equipment at a public facility (which excludes the cost of borrowing) generally has a capital allowance of $2.9 million and a per-service rate of $35.80.
1.11 In addition, radiation oncology facilities have received Commonwealth funding support from a range of other programs, including the Health and Hospitals Fund, Regional Cancer Centres initiative, and the Better Access to Radiation Oncology program.

Figure 1.1: Linear accelerator

Source: Picture taken during ANAO fieldwork visit to Canberra Hospital, October 2015.

Program Funding

1.12 The ROHPG Scheme provides ongoing funding for radiation oncology equipment through annual budget appropriations. Funding for the Scheme in 2014–15 was $68.5 million and associated radiation oncology MBS payments equalled $343 million. More than 400 items of equipment are currently funded under the Scheme, around half of which are megavoltage machines known as linear accelerators. As shown in Figure 1.2, expenditure has increased since 2007, reflecting an increase in the number of facilities and items of equipment funded under the Scheme.

21 Department of Health and Ageing, ROHPG Scheme Guidelines, November 2010, DoHA, Canberra, p. 5.
22 The remaining items are other eligible equipment types, such as planning workstations, simulators, and brachytherapy machines.
In addition, radiation oncology facilities have received Commonwealth funding support from a range of other programs, including the Health and Hospitals Fund, Regional Cancer Centres initiative, and the Better Access to Radiation Oncology program.

Figure 1.1: Linear accelerator
Source: Picture taken during ANAO fieldwork visit to Canberra Hospital, October 2015.

Program Funding
The ROHPG Scheme provides ongoing funding for radiation oncology equipment through annual budget appropriations. Funding for the Scheme in 2014–15 was $68.5 million and associated radiation oncology MBS payments equalled $343 million. More than 400 items of equipment are currently funded under the Scheme, around half of which are megavoltage machines known as linear accelerators.

As shown in Figure 1.2, expenditure has increased since 2007, reflecting an increase in the number of facilities and items of equipment funded under the Scheme.

21 Department of Health and Ageing, ROHPG Scheme Guidelines, November 2010, DoHA, Canberra, p. 5.

22 The remaining items are other eligible equipment types, such as planning workstations, simulators, and brachytherapy machines.

23 Health advised the ANAO that, as the Scheme is administered by a sub-team within the relevant section, administrative expenditure is not recorded at this level. The number of staff administering the Scheme also fluctuates depending on available workload, e.g. the volume of applications to assess, payment approvals and procurement of legal advice.

24 In 2014–15, Human Services’ departmental costs for administering the Scheme were $291 000, compared to annual departmental expenditure of between $100 000 and $130 000 in preceding years. Human Services advised that the additional expenses in 2014–15 were to fund IT system enhancements.

25 The relevant components of the Act are Part IV, sections 40–43, and 45–46.

Legal and policy authority
The legislative basis for the Scheme is found in Part IV of the Health Insurance Act 1973 (the Act). The Act does not refer specifically to radiation oncology, but sets out conditions for the Minister (or delegate) to approve a broad range of Health Program Grants. The Act also requires facilities to be approved by the Minister for Health or delegate prior to receiving funding under the Scheme. Figure 1.3 outlines the relevant sections of the Act.
**Figure 1.3: Legislative requirements for Scheme payment eligibility**

**Health Insurance Act 1973**

- **Part IV**
  - **Health Program Grants**
    - **Section 40**
      To apply for ROHPG funding, organisations must be an ‘approved organisation’. The delegate applies a ‘fit and proper person’ test.
    - **Section 41**
      A health service specific to a location using particular equipment must be an ‘approved health service’. Multiple locations owned by one organisation must be separately approved. Requires Health’s assessment of areas of need.
    - **Section 42**
      The Minister (or delegate) may determine the organisation’s entitlement to be reimbursed for the cost or a proportion of cost incurred in providing the ‘approved health services’. Rates of reimbursement are determined by the delegate and set out in the ROHPG Guidelines.
    - **Sections 43 and 45**
      Conditions may be specified in relation to the payments. The organisation may be directed to make claims for payment in a certain way. Conditions imposed for each facility are set out in their respective legal instruments—made under the Health Insurance Act.

- **Part VII**
  - **Section 131**
    Delegations
    The Health Minister has delegated decision making powers to the First Assistant Secretary, Assistant Secretary (Medical Benefits Division), Deputy Secretary (Health Benefits) and Secretary to:
    - Revise the ROHPG Scheme Guidelines in force from time to time;
    - Approve organisations under Section 40;
    - Approve health services under section 41;
    - Determine entitlements to reimbursement for costs incurred by facilities in providing approved health services under Section 42; and
    - Approve ROHPG payments.

**ROHPG Scheme Guidelines**
Set out policy requirements of the Scheme based on sections 40–45 of Part IV of the Act, as well as the assessment criteria for:
- A new facility to be operated by a new organisation;
- A new facility to be operated by an organisation already providing radiation oncology services;
- Expansion of capacity;
- Expansion of scope; or
- Replacement equipment.

The Guidelines include facility and equipment eligibility and rates of payment.

**Source:** *The Health Insurance Act 1973* and ROHPG Scheme Guidelines.
1.15 Eligibility criteria for the Scheme are set out in the ROHPG Scheme Guidelines, which are administered by Health and published on its website. The current Scheme Guidelines have been in place since November 2010.

1.16 The Scheme provides reimbursement for specific items of radiation oncology equipment identified in a Schedule to the Scheme guidelines. The eligibility of equipment for Scheme funding is determined by an expert committee convened by Health, and may be referred to the Medical Services Advisory Committee (MSAC) if the technique or technology associated with the equipment has not been previously approved for funding under the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS).

1.17 Section 131 of the Act provides that the Minister for Health may delegate powers under the Act. The Scheme is administered by the Medical Specialist Services Branch in Health, within the Medical Benefits Division. Successive Ministers have delegated approval of Scheme funding to the Assistant Secretary, Medical Specialist Services Branch. Applications for funding are assessed by delegates in Health on a continuous basis. The delegate also approves monthly payments to facilities.

Audit approach

1.18 The audit objective was to assess the effectiveness of the Department of Health’s and the Department of Human Services’ administration of the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme (the Scheme).

1.19 To form a conclusion against the audit objective, the ANAO adopted the following high level audit criteria:

- Health has designed the program and related guidelines to support the achievement of Scheme objectives;
- Health and Human Services have effectively and efficiently administered the Scheme consistent with relevant policy, guidelines and legislation; and
- Health and Human Services have implemented appropriate program governance, risk management, performance monitoring and reporting arrangements which have informed the ongoing administration of the Scheme.

1.20 Although the Scheme has been in continuous operation since 1988, the audit’s focus was on the more recent administration of the Scheme from 2008–09 to 2015. While the Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) funds Scheme payments associated with the treatment of eligible DVA clients, its role in the administration of the Scheme was not a focus of the audit.

27 The Technical Specifications Working Group considers the eligibility of specific items of equipment for funding under the ROHPG Scheme, provided the technology or treatment has been assessed as safe, cost effective and clinically effective by the Medical Services Advisory Committee (MSAC).
28 The historical context, as well as the effects and implementation of reviews conducted prior to this period were also taken into account.
Audit field work was conducted in Health and Human Services' national offices in Canberra, and in Human Services’ state office in Western Australia. Field work included: examination of departmental records; observation of payment processing; and interviews with agency staff and key stakeholders in the radiation oncology sector. The ANAO also received stakeholder feedback through its citizens’ input portal.

The audit was conducted in accordance with the ANAO’s auditing standards at a cost to the ANAO of approximately $435 519.

Feedback was received from several hospitals and radiation oncology centres, as well as from a cancer advocacy and support group, and two anonymous submissions.

---

29 Feedback was received from several hospitals and radiation oncology centres, as well as from a cancer advocacy and support group, and two anonymous submissions.
2. Program Administration

Areas examined
This chapter examines the Department of Health’s (Health) and the Department of Human Services’ (Human Services) administration of the Scheme, in particular whether:

- Health has implemented a timely process for reviewing and updating the Scheme reimbursement rates;
- Health has funded facilities where they are most needed;
- Health has clear arrangements in place to assess the funding eligibility of equipment;
- the delegate’s decisions are appropriately documented;
- Health has applied the Scheme Guidelines consistently; and
- Health and Human Services have effective arrangements to administer payments under the Scheme.

Conclusion
The ANAO identified a number of issues which would merit review should Health continue to administer the Scheme in accordance with current settings. In particular, the department should periodically review and document reimbursement rates and the underlying variables that inform the calculation of those rates, including interest and exchange rates; provide greater transparency regarding the geographic areas of need to inform stakeholder investment decisions; and clarify guidance relating to eligibility, competing applications, and upgrading and refurbishment of equipment.

Areas for improvement
The department should consider whether to address the issues raised in this audit administratively, by clarifying the guidelines, or by considering program design issues more fundamentally.

Does Health keep Scheme reimbursement rates under review?

Scheme reimbursement rates have not been updated since November 2010, and do not reflect changes in equipment costs or specifications, or movements in interest and exchange rates. In addition, key assumptions affecting the calculation of Scheme reimbursement rates, such as borrowing costs for private and public facilities, interest capitalisation methodologies, and patient throughput rates, have not been reviewed in recent years. As a consequence, the current reimbursement rates may not accurately reflect the capital costs of eligible equipment. Health advised the ANAO that it intended to address the issue of exchange rates as part of a planned review of the Scheme.

2.1 Reimbursement rates are set out in the Scheme Guidelines. In broad terms, the reimbursement per service is equal to the estimated cost of the item of equipment, divided by the estimated number of services that the machine will perform over its useful life. Private facilities are also reimbursed at higher rates to reflect their costs of borrowing. Figure 2.1 shows how reimbursement rates are calculated.
Figure 2.1: Calculation of Scheduled reimbursement rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROHPG Funding Formulae</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIVATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With cost of borrowing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reimbursement per service = \[
\frac{\text{Price} (1 + \text{10 year bond rate} \times \text{notional life of equipment})}{\text{Notional number of services for equipment}}
\] |
| **PUBLIC** |
| Without cost of borrowing |
| Reimbursement per service = \[
\frac{\text{Price}}{\text{Notional number of services for equipment}}
\] |

Note: Public facilities are also entitled to the Scheme rate which includes the cost of borrowing if they can demonstrate that they have borrowed money to buy the equipment. In practice, the higher capital allowances that include a cost of borrowing component have only been accessed by private providers.

Source: Health approval of reimbursement rates, September 2010.

2.2 The cost of the specific items of equipment is estimated by Health’s Technical Specifications Working Group. Once the base specifications and vendor prices for each item of eligible equipment have been set, the capital allowances for each item are determined based on:

- the exchange rate of the Australian dollar against the US dollar\(^{30}\);
- the Reserve Bank of Australia’s 10 year bond rate (relevant to calculating capital allowances that include borrowing costs);
- building index/shielding allowance (for linear accelerators only)\(^{31}\); and
- the type and average cost of the equipment.

2.3 The current Scheme reimbursement rates have been in place since November 2010, notwithstanding significant movements in exchange and interest rates.

2.4 The US-dollar exchange rate used to calculate the capital allowances in November 2010 was around 90 cents, whereas in March 2016 it was around 75 cents.\(^{32}\) This has reduced the purchasing power of both public and private facilities.

2.5 Similarly, the 10-year government bond rate used to calculate borrowing costs for private facilities in November 2010 was 5.63 per cent, but since then has more than halved, to around 2.6

\(^{30}\) Exchange rates are used in the calculation of capital allowances to reflect the fact that radiation oncology equipment is typically purchased from overseas vendors.

\(^{31}\) Shielding is designed to reduce radiation levels outside the room in which the linear accelerator is housed to a sufficiently low level.

per cent (as at March 2016). This results in a relatively higher level of reimbursement being made to private facilities than would be the case if the Scheme rates were updated.

2.6 In August 2010, the Technical Specifications Working Group noted the impact of exchange rates on capital costs and resolved to undertake annual reviews of the rates wherever possible. Health was unable to provide a rationale for why the rates had not been updated since November 2010, and advised the ANAO that it intended to address this issue as part of its planned review of the Scheme.

Box 1 Key assumptions driving calculation of Scheme reimbursement rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Usual commercial practice would assume that Scheme reimbursements are used to pay for both the capital and interest component of any loan used to finance the purchase of radiation oncology equipment (a ‘reducing capital’ model); however, the Scheme uses a ‘flat rate’ methodology to capitalise borrowing costs for private facilities, which assumes that interest is payable on the entire capital amount for the life of the equipment. The ‘flat rate’ methodology increases the payment to private facilities relative to what would otherwise apply under a ‘reducing capital’ model, and compounds the effect of any movements in interest rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Assumptions regarding patient throughput rates – that is, the total number of patients that can be treated by each machine – have not been reviewed in recent years, and there is a risk that they may be based on incomplete data or may not reflect current clinical practice or technology. Patient throughput rates affect the rate at which facilities are reimbursed for each service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health has not undertaken any analysis of the borrowing costs faced by private radiation oncology facilities. There is also no clear rationale for excluding borrowing costs for public facilities. Reviews of the Scheme have noted that ‘there is no evidence to suggest that public hospitals acquire equipment at a lower purchase cost or with a lower cost of borrowing than the private sector’. Health advised the ANAO that the exclusion of borrowing costs for public facilities only is not based on any particular evidence regarding their cost of borrowing; but rather, that private facilities rely on a few defined revenue sources, compared to public facilities, which are able to access a wider range of funding from their respective state governments and the Commonwealth.

Has Health funded facilities where they are most needed?

Health has adopted a framework for identifying which regions would benefit from additional radiation oncology capacity. However, the data which supports this assessment – the ‘areas of need’ analysis – is not released publicly. Health would help inform the investment decisions of radiation oncology organisations by releasing this information.

2.7 Radiation oncology treatments are often delivered in repeated doses over short timeframes, which requires patients to be able to attend the facility regularly during their treatment period. Funding provided by the Scheme is intended to provide reasonable access to patients by aligning the location of radiation oncology facilities with population distributions throughout Australia.

2.8 When assessing funding applications for new facilities (and applications for the expansion of capacity in existing facilities), the department assesses regional need through its ‘areas of need’ analysis, which is based on:

- regional cancer incidence projections developed by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW);
- projected populations throughout Australia;
- optimal radiation oncology utilisation rates; and
- the notional life and throughput capacity of the existing fleet of linear accelerators.

2.9 This information is used to calculate the shortfall (or oversupply) of linear accelerators needed to treat a population in a given area. As of June 2015, areas of need were projected to 2024. Health’s projections for the number of linear accelerators required in each area of need as at 2016 are included at Appendix 2.

2.10 Health’s assessment of geographical areas of need is also supplemented by stakeholder consultation on individual applications. The Scheme Guidelines indicate that in assessing private applications, Health will seek comment from relevant state health departments and cancer councils. For applications from public organisations, Health may seek comment from potentially affected private providers, other affected parties and the community more generally.  

2.11 The areas of need analysis provides a framework for identifying geographic areas of need and allocating funding. At present, this analysis is not publicly available to the radiation oncology sector, and there would be benefit in releasing this information to help inform investment decisions in the sector. The Scheme’s underlying design is to use public funding as a mechanism for managing the supply of radiation oncology services in areas of need. In effect, public funding is assumed to be a key incentive for the provision of services in those areas. Under the Scheme’s current settings, releasing information on areas of need would alert providers to the regions in

---


36 During the Scheme’s operation, the overwhelming majority of applications for Scheme funding have been approved by Health. This possibly reflects the strong incentives on both public and private providers to locate their facilities in areas that are likely to attract sufficient numbers of patients, and thereby achieve good utilisation rates and a reasonable return on investment.
which Scheme funding is likely to be available in the future. It would also be of benefit if a more market-driven approach to managing the supply of machines were adopted, as it would provide additional information to potential providers about local demand and potential market opportunities. The Scheme’s design is discussed further in paragraph 2.24 and Chapter 3. Health confirmed that the areas of need analysis is held confidentially by the department, but acknowledged during the course of the audit that there would be value in making this information publicly available.

2.12 Figure 2.2 shows a chart developed by the ANAO to illustrate the Health Planning Regions which, as of 2016, have been identified by Health as requiring additional linear accelerators.
Figure 2.2: Health projected areas of need by Health Planning Region as at 2016

Note: A negative number represents an oversupply of linear accelerators. A positive number indicates an undersupply and therefore an area of need. See Appendix 2.
Source: ANAO analysis of Health internal planning documentation.
Are clear arrangements in place to assess funding eligibility of radiation oncology equipment?

Health is responsible for assessing whether an item of equipment purchased by a facility is eligible for funding under the Scheme’s existing schedule of eligible equipment. Treatments and technologies that are not already eligible for funding under the Scheme are first assessed by the Medical Services Advisory Committee for eligibility under the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) scheme. If the treatment or technology is approved under the MBS, it is then assessed by the Technical Specifications Working Group for funding under the ROHPG Scheme. The administration of the Scheme would benefit from a clearer and more transparent framework for determining whether an item of equipment is already eligible for funding under the Scheme; or whether the application involves a genuinely novel treatment or technology and should therefore be assessed by the Medical Services Advisory Committee.

2.13 The Scheme Guidelines specify which items of equipment are eligible for funding. For equipment to be funded through the Scheme, the treatments that it delivers must first be listed on the Medicare Benefits Schedule. Figure 2.3 shows the process for assessing new radiation oncology treatments and technologies for funding under the MBS and ROHPG Schemes.
2.14 Health advised the ANAO that the categories of equipment eligible for Scheme funding are deliberately broad so as to accommodate a range of different specifications. This reduces the need for prescriptive or technical schedules, as well as the frequency with which the schedule needs to be updated. However, this sometimes requires officers within Health to make difficult judgments about whether particular items of equipment are covered by the existing schedule of eligible equipment.

2.15 It is relatively rare for a new technology to be added to the list of eligible equipment under the Scheme, and Health’s responsiveness to reviewing new treatment technologies and determining eligibility under the Scheme has been raised with the department by stakeholders. In particular, stakeholders have argued that there is not a clear process for Health to decide which
treatments and technologies are truly ‘novel’ (and would therefore require approval by the Medical Services Advisory Committee, see Figure 2.3); and those which are developments of existing technology and should therefore be approved for funding under the existing ROHPG Scheme categories. Stakeholders have also been critical of Medical Services Advisory Committee processes, and in June 2014 Health engaged a consultant to provide advice on how those processes could be improved. Health advised the ANAO that consultation on potential changes to Medical Services Advisory Committee processes was likely to commence in 2016.

2.16 The future role of the Medical Services Advisory Committee, and in particular its role as part of the broader process for assessing the eligibility of equipment for funding under the ROHPG Scheme, should be considered further by the department. Whether to publicly fund new equipment, treatments and technologies are key decisions under the ROHPG Scheme, and clarity in assessment and decision-making processes can provide confidence to all stakeholders that such judgments are soundly-based. The administration of the Scheme would benefit from a clearer and more transparent framework for determining whether a given item of equipment is already eligible for funding under the ROHPG Scheme; or whether the application involves a genuinely novel treatment or technology and should therefore be referred to the Medical Services Advisory Committee for assessment.

Are the Health delegate’s decisions appropriately documented?

Health held on file a legal instrument reflecting the terms on which Scheme funding was agreed for 99 per cent of equipment reviewed by the ANAO. Health was unable to locate approval minutes evidencing the basis for the delegate’s decisions in relation to one third of currently funded items of equipment. This represents a risk exposure for the department in the event that the delegate’s decision is challenged, for example in the context of administrative review. For those decisions for which documentation was available, the delegate was generally provided with relevant advice, including the need to consider the proper use of public resources, and sufficient justification for recommendations on proposed funding.

The Health Program Grants legislation requires approval of both organisations and facilities before they are eligible for funding. A total of 38 organisations have been approved to receive funding under the Scheme. The department did not have documents evidencing approval for four of these organisations. There was some documentation of approval for each of the 77 facilities approved to receive funding.

37 Stakeholders interviewed by the ANAO considered this issue had become more significant since the Radiation Oncology Reform Implementation Committee and its subcommittees had been disbanded in 2013 as the Committee often had a role in reviewing and providing advice on specific items of equipment. The Committee’s membership included a technical expert, as well as representatives from: state and territory health departments, the Tripartite Committee (of radiation oncology professional groups), the consumer group Cancer Voices Australia, and Cancer Australia. Department of Health, Radiation Oncology Reform Implementation Committee (RORIC) meeting, 26 March 2013 [Internet], Health, available from <http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/roric-commun> [accessed 8 February 2016].
2.17 The ANAO reviewed Health records relating to some 400 items of currently funded equipment\(^{38}\) to determine whether:

- relevant documentation was retained on file to evidence delegate approvals\(^{39}\), financial approvals, conditions of payment and supporting analysis;
- the assessment criteria and approval conditions were consistently applied; and
- eligibility requirements for delegate approval of organisations and facilities had been met.

2.18 Table 2.1 details the results of the ANAO’s review.

### Table 2.1: Results of ANAO review—Scheme approval documentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation checked</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal instruments(^a)</td>
<td>Formalises the amounts to be paid for equipment and conditions of payment.</td>
<td>Almost 99% of equipment had a legal instrument on file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval minutes(^b)</td>
<td>Documents approval by a delegate under the Health Insurance Act(^c), the matters taken into account by the delegate, and assessment of whether funding decisions represented a proper use of Commonwealth resources.</td>
<td>Health was unable to locate signed delegate approval minutes for one third of equipment currently funded under the Scheme.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Approval under: | Required under the Guidelines to establish eligibility for Scheme funding:  
- for the organisation that owns the relevant facility; and  
- for the specific facility where services will be provided. | There was no documentary evidence of section 40 approval for four organisations (of a total of 38 organisations). All 77 facilities had an approval under section 41 on file. This approval is re-made each time a new piece of equipment is added to the relevant organisation’s legal instrument. |
| section 40 of the HIA (approval of an organisation); and section 41 of the HIA (approval of a health service). | |

Note a: The advice to the delegate includes draft legal instruments, which once executed, provide evidence of the conditions attached to the funding. In practice, the legal instruments for an organisation are re-made each time a new facility or item of equipment for that organisation is added or replaced. Current legal instruments were accepted as evidence for all items of equipment listed.

Note b: The approval minute is the mechanism through which the delegate records their decision that the funding represents an appropriate use of Commonwealth resources; and the matters taken into account in reaching that decision.

Note c: The HIA is the *Health Insurance Act 1973*.

Source: ANAO analysis of Health records.

2.19 Health’s delegate is required to review funding applications to assess whether approving funding under the Scheme represents a proper use of Commonwealth resources.\(^{40}\) Of the 212

---

\(^{38}\) In most cases, the Health delegate had approved funding for these items in the past decade.

\(^{39}\) Health’s delegate determines applications for funding under the Scheme on behalf of the Minister. The delegate is therefore responsible for considering whether funding decisions represent a proper use of public resources.

\(^{40}\) During the review period, the delegate approved Scheme expenditures under the *Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997* (FMA Act, which applied until 1 July 2014), and later the *Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013* (PGPA Act). Both of these Acts contain similar requirements for approvers of expenditure to be satisfied that the expenditure will be a proper use of Commonwealth resources.
decision minutes available for ANAO review, the majority (79 per cent) of decisions under the FMA Act included such advice to the delegate. All 20 approval minutes signed under the PGPA Act included this advice. These statistics indicate that the department’s consistency in advising the delegate of the need to assess the proper use of resources has improved over time as all approvals since July 2014 have incorporated this information.

**Records management**

2.20 During the course of the audit, Health experienced difficulties locating relevant documents relating to organisations, facilities and equipment approved some years or decades ago. In particular, signed delegate approvals could not be located by Health in relation to one-third of currently funded equipment. Approval minutes are intended to document the exercise of the delegate’s powers under the *Health Insurance Act 1973*, the delegate’s assessment of ‘proper use’, and the matters taken into account by the delegate in reaching their decision. Health’s inability to locate these documents represents a potential risk exposure for the department, for example in the context of a request for internal or administrative review of a delegate’s decision. Shortcomings in Health’s records management were also identified in a number of recent ANAO performance audits.41

**Has Health applied the Scheme Guidelines consistently to assess complex applications?**

The ANAO identified a number of inconsistencies in Health’s approach to the assessment of complex applications, relating to: multiple funding applications in the same geographic area; replacement and refurbishment of equipment; multiple sources of funding; and the imposition of bulk-billing requirements. The department should consider whether to address these and other matters raised in this audit administratively, by clarifying the guidelines, or by considering program design more fundamentally.

**Competing applications**

2.21 Funding applications under the Scheme are assessed by Health on a continuous case-by-case basis. The Scheme Guidelines do not document an approach for managing situations where funding applications are received from more than one provider in relation to the same geographic area. Health has taken an ad hoc approach in its management of such ‘competing applications’. Some examples of approaches taken by Health included:

- the department convened an expert panel to decide which of two applications should be preferred;
- the delegate rejected both applications, but suggested an alternative site to one of the applicants;

41 See ANAO Audit Report No. 10 2015–16 *Records Management in Health*, p. 8 and ANAO Audit Report No. 25 2014–15 *Administration of the Fifth Community Pharmacy Agreement*, p. 168. As noted in those reports, appropriate record keeping enables government entities to discharge accountability and advisory obligations to Government and the Parliament, and to contribute effectively to audit, FOI and administrative review processes. It also enables departments to protect the Commonwealth’s interests in the event of disputes and legal action.
• despite the department’s areas of need analysis identifying no shortfall in linear accelerators for some years to come, the department approved two facilities for the same region on the basis that they could take their own commercial risks. The department advised each facility of the existence of a competing application and one facility then withdrew;

• the delegate refused an application to establish a new private facility in an identified area of need, on the basis of its consultation with the relevant state department of health, which advised it intended to apply for funding for a new public facility in the same area; and

• one funding application for a new facility was chosen over another on the basis of the department having previously awarded it funding under the Health and Hospitals Fund (HHF)\textsuperscript{42} program.

### Case study 1. Competing applications

#### Competing public/private applications

In October 2006, the department received a funding application for a new private radiation oncology facility. Consistent with the Scheme Guidelines, the department consulted the state health department and state cancer council. While the cancer council supported the application based on the need for services in the area, the state health department opposed it in light of its own impending application in the same area (which was submitted six months after the private facility’s application). The delegate approved Scheme funding for the state health department’s facility and refused the private facility application.

The private applicant subsequently applied for a smaller facility in the same region and the state health department again opposed it on the basis that this would result in oversupply; while also flagging its intention to increase the capacity of its own facility. After extensive consultation between the private facility and the state health department, the state health department decided to support the private application, which was approved in February 2010.

#### Competing private applications

In late 2012, two private facilities each applied to establish new facilities in the same region. The department assessed the need for additional services in the area to be low, due to nearby facilities which would sufficiently service the population. Both organisations were refused and given the opportunity to provide more information. The delegate subsequently approved both applications, reasoning that there would be minimal financial risk to the Commonwealth but a high risk to each organisation. The delegate’s notes indicated that Health had 'limited capacity' to assess local need, and as the two private facilities deemed the area to be a sensible investment, considered this sufficient indication that it was an area of need.

\textsuperscript{42} The HHF was a 2009–10 budget measure that provided capital works funding for organisations providing health services. See ANAO performance audit No. 45 2011–12 Administration of the Health and Hospitals Fund.
The issue of competing applications is not addressed in the Scheme Guidelines, and there is no formal guidance to assist staff. Health advised the ANAO that while there is no formal guidance, staff can draw on earlier precedents and examples (contained within file notes and decision minutes) and can consult with colleagues and supervisors to inform their thinking.

Health also advised the ANAO that the receipt of competing applications is becoming more common, and in some areas this has led to oversupply. This has occurred notwithstanding the Scheme’s underlying premise that the supply of services can be managed through the use of public funding. As the number of facilities increases and the number of identified areas of need decreases, there is a risk that the number of competing applications will increase. If Health chooses to continue administering the Scheme along current lines, there would be benefit in developing formal guidance for the assessment of competing applications.

However, inconsistencies in Health’s approach to assessing competing facility applications, and the oversupply of services in some areas, suggests that the current program design—based on the use of publicly-funded financial incentives to manage supply—may warrant review some three decades after the Scheme was introduced. The case study above, relating to Health’s handling of competing private applications, indicates that the department has at times recognised limitations in its capacity to assess local need, and has allowed competing providers to make risk-based investment decisions based on their understanding of local demand. This is closer to a market-based approach. This matter is discussed further in Chapter 3.

Replacement and refurbishment of equipment

The Scheme Guidelines allow funding to be approved for new or refurbished radiation oncology equipment only. Stakeholder feedback indicated a lack of clarity surrounding what constitutes refurbishment, particularly with regards to planning systems. Unlike linear accelerators and other eligible equipment, a planning system is effectively a sophisticated desktop computer which undergoes regular hardware and software updates, similar to other IT infrastructure.

The Technical Specifications Working Group considered the issue of upgrading planning systems in early 2011. At that time, the delegate approved temporary funding for facilities that had completed substantive planning system upgrades, with a view to resolving the issue by the end of 2011. As at late 2015, no resolution to this issue had been achieved. As with the issue of competing applications, the department could address this matter administratively, by clarifying the guidelines, or by considering program design more fundamentally, recognising that well-designed incentives can help reduce the overall cost to the Commonwealth. For example, where providers are faced with decisions whether to replace equipment or refurbish it so as to maximise its economic life and clinical utility, they will have regard to relevant financial incentives. Poorly designed or unclear incentives can distort decision-making around the best use of capital.

Multiple funding sources

A number of related initiatives have been used to provide Commonwealth and/or state funding for radiation oncology, including: the Health and Hospitals Fund, Better Access to...
Radiation Oncology, and the Regional Cancer Centres initiative. The Scheme Guidelines state that equipment funded through other Commonwealth funding measures is generally not eligible for funding under the ROHPG Scheme. 44

2.28 The ANAO identified several funding applications where facilities had received funding from other sources and the department was required to assess whether the applicant was eligible for funding under the ROHPG Scheme. Alternative funding sources and intended allocations have not always been clear to Health staff assessing applications, particularly when funds are sourced from both state and Commonwealth initiatives. This has led to some inconsistencies in information provided to the Health delegate, and decision making for Scheme funding. For example, three situations were identified where both a state and the Commonwealth contributed to a project and it was unclear to Health assessment staff which of these contributions funded the radiation oncology equipment. In one case, an application for ROHPG Scheme funding was rejected, but in the other two, applications were approved.

2.29 Health advised that assessment staff liaise with relevant areas in the department and with state and territory health departments when an application involves funding provided through another mechanism, however, this checking process is not formally documented.

**Bulk-billing requirements**

2.30 When considering a funding application under the Scheme, the delegate is able to impose conditions relating to the proportion of patients that are bulk-billed. 45 However, Health has not established a clear framework for determining the circumstances in which these requirements should be imposed, which has led to inconsistencies between facilities in the application of the condition. For currently funded equipment, bulk-billing requirements were imposed in relation to 17 per cent of equipment funded in public facilities; and 39 per cent of equipment funded in private facilities.

2.31 Health’s advice to the delegate in seeking approval for the current Scheme Guidelines indicates that the optional bulk-billing condition is only imposed on organisations which specify in their application that they will bill patients in this way. The department also does not routinely check that bulk-billing conditions are adhered to, except ‘from time to time, [when] the statistics area within the Division provides information on billing patterns, including bulk-billing rates’.

2.32 A more clearly articulated policy objective, supported by appropriate internal guidance, would support a more consistent and outcome-focused approach to the imposition of bulk-billing requirements on facilities.

---

44 ibid. p. 5.
45 Section 43 of the Health Insurance Act 1973 empowers the Minister (or their delegate) to impose conditions on the payment of Health Program Grants. Where bulk-billing or affordability conditions are imposed, this is achieved through the legal instrument which sets out the terms on which Scheme payments are made to the organisation. In particular, payments may be conditional on the organisation bulk-billing patients who hold Commonwealth concession cards; or nominating percentages of patients who will be bulk-billed, charged no more than the Medicare schedule fee, or charged no more than a set percentage above the Medicare schedule fee. Department of Health and Ageing, ROHPG Scheme Guidelines, November 2010, DoHA, Canberra, pp. 21 and 25.
Documentation requested for new facilities

2.33 The current Scheme Guidelines indicate that applicants for new public or private facilities are required to provide ‘a project plan and timeframe for the establishment of the new service’. The ANAO examined all applications for new facilities held on Health files since November 2010 and found that only six out of 17 new facilities provided information meeting this requirement.

2.34 The Scheme Guidelines also include a requirement for private applicants to provide a ‘fully costed and independently audited business case that explains what will be achieved by the project over a 10 year period’. Health records indicate that the requirement for an audited business case were originally introduced because:

- once a facility was approved, Scheme funds were nominally ‘set aside’ for that facility, as part of the process for managing funding commitments against available appropriations;
- private facilities are not necessarily part of the broader state health planning process (although they can be expected to conduct due diligence to inform their investment plans in a region); and
- establishing the genuine commercial intentions of the applicant was considered to reduce the risk of providers lodging ‘placeholder’ applications with the purpose of blocking competitors from the same location.

2.35 The ANAO’s review of a sample of applications found no evidence of documentation provided by private applicants that would meet this requirement, nor any reference to this requirement in the prescribed application forms. If the current design of the Scheme is retained, Health should review the Scheme Guidelines to avoid unnecessary regulatory requirements for applicants.

2.36 More fundamentally, these documentary requirements are linked to the current program design, which focuses on co-ordinated supply management. From that perspective, they are intended to provide assurance to the department that its decisions on the management of supply are well founded. The evidence that these requirements are no longer actively relied upon in the Scheme’s administration further underlines the benefit of reviewing the Scheme’s design.

46 ibid. p. 8.
47 Five of the new facilities that did not provide this information were funded from the Health and Hospitals Fund (HHF). The department considered that detailed funding applications for these facilities were not required due to overlap with the requirements for HHF funding.
Do Health and Human Services have clearly defined responsibilities in relation to the Scheme’s administration?

The respective roles of Health and Human Services in administering the ROHPG Scheme are clearly set out in the ‘Business Agreement relating to Medicare and Related Programmes 2012-15’.

2.37 Schedule A of the Business Agreement between Health and Human Services relates to Medicare and Related Programmes. Attachment 3 of the Schedule relates specifically to ‘Health Programme Grants for Radiation Oncology Services’.49

2.38 The attachment includes specific provisions intended to document the roles and responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement. In particular, it documents responsibilities for assessment processes and approvals (Health responsibilities), and payment arrangements (a Human Services responsibility). It also documents key processes for communication between the departments and providers.

2.39 Human Services administers Scheme payments through its program area in its National Office, which undertakes high level coordination and liaison with Health, and its state office in Western Australia (WA), which undertakes processing activities. The Scheme accounts for a small portion of the overall workload of the relevant Human Services branches, which are also responsible for a range of other functions relating to the Medicare program. Scheme administration by Human Services comprises approximately one full-time equivalent staff member for operations undertaken in the program area and the WA state office at a typical cost of between $100 000 and $130 000 in departmental expenses.50

2.40 The process for approving and making monthly Scheme payments is set out in Figure 2.4.

49 The Business Agreement covers Medicare and Related Programmes. It was endorsed by a joint Management Committee on 21 November 2014.

50 See footnote 24.
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Human Services administers Scheme payments through its program area in its National Office, which undertakes high level coordination and liaison with Health, and its state office in Western Australia (WA), which undertakes processing activities. The Scheme accounts for a small portion of the overall workload of the relevant Human Services branches, which are also responsible for a range of other functions relating to the Medicare program. Scheme administration by Human Services comprises approximately one full-time equivalent staff member for operations undertaken in the program area and the WA state office at a typical cost of between $100,000 and $130,000 in departmental expenses.

The process for approving and making monthly Scheme payments is set out in Figure 2.4.

2.41 Human Services also makes six-monthly Networked Information System (NIS) payments, which are calculated by Health and are based on the number of networked linear accelerators in operation at a facility. Human Services does not undertake any data entry or data manipulation associated with this task.

Source: Human Services process maps.
Are appropriate risk management and control frameworks in place?

Both Health and Human Services have implemented risk management procedures to identify and address a number of program administration risks associated with the Scheme. The monthly processing of payments incorporates manual intervention and legacy systems, but Human Services has assessed that it would not be economical to automate these processes unless this was done as part of broader changes to Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) systems or the ROHPG Scheme design.

Risk management

2.42 Commonwealth entities are required to establish and maintain an appropriate system of risk management, oversight and internal control. The ANAO examined the risk management practices of Health and Human Services, including their approach to allocating risks between the departments.

Health

2.43 The Scheme represents a relatively small proportion of funding administered by each department. Health’s 2014–15 Business Plan identifies high-level risks for the Medical Benefits Division (which administers the Scheme within Health), and a standard set of mitigation measures relating to a number of identified administrative risks. These documents are provided to the delegate when approving funding for equipment under the ROHPG Scheme. Health’s risk mitigation processes are largely focussed on reducing specific payment risks arising from human error. These include monthly pre-payment checks on payment reports provided by Human Services; and verification of the six-monthly Networked Information Systems payments.

Human Services

2.44 In mid-2015, Human Services finalised risk documentation, including a Scheme Compliance Assessment which rated the Scheme’s risk as low, based on the materiality of funds administered under the Scheme and lack of identified non-compliance. The department also developed a Risk Management (Including Payment Accuracy) Plan which identifies risks associated with Human Services’ administration of payments and recommended mitigation actions relating to the Scheme.

2.45 Health and Human Services advised the ANAO that their risk management arrangements are supplemented by regular meetings at the Senior Executive level, which provide an opportunity for the departments to discuss any risk management issues that may arise, including in relation to the Scheme.

Payment controls

2.46 Human Services maintains a database containing the details of all facilities and equipment funded under the Scheme, its outstanding capital balance, relevant MBS services delivered using
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that equipment, and the per-service reimbursement rate. Human Services updates the database as required, based on advice from Health.

2.47 Each month, Human Services’ WA team processes payments for both public and private facilities based on the number of MBS eligible services that have been delivered on each piece of funded equipment.

2.48 ROHPG Scheme payments to public facilities are based on an automated ‘sweep’ of Medicare claims from the previous month.\(^\text{52}\) The system automatically checks to ensure ROHPG claims match available MBS patient data.\(^\text{53}\)

2.49 In contrast, private facilities generate a separate data file which is used as the basis for their Scheme payment claims. These files are submitted by individual facilities via secure email during the first week of each month.\(^\text{54}\) These files are manually checked by Human Services staff and uploaded to the Medicare mainframe. As at mid-2015, around 35 private facilities were claiming ROHPG payments each month. The Human Services Information Technology area then produces three reports: a private facility payment report; a public facility payment report; and a private facility error report. Private facilities use the error report to correct their claims and re-lodge them the following month.

2.50 The payment reports are used to populate a payment summary spreadsheet, which is checked by Human Services and forwarded to Health. Health extracts the payment information that is relevant to the Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) and provides it to DVA for delegate approval.\(^\text{55}\) The Health and DVA delegates each approve their respective payments in writing, authorise the transfer of funds to Human Services, and notify Human Services that the funds are available for disbursement to the facilities.\(^\text{56}\)

2.51 Once the funds are available, Human Services’ Finance area makes payments to facilities, and the WA team sends out payment reports and confirmation letters to each facility.

2.52 Many of the electronic systems used by Human Services WA to process Scheme payments are legacy systems and a degree of manual intervention is required. The ANAO did not undertake transaction testing of the payments made by Human Services as part of this audit. While there would be scope to realise efficiencies by automating payment processing, Human Services advised that it would not be economical to do so unless the changes were incorporated as part of broader reforms of either the MBS System or the ROHPG Scheme.

\(^{52}\) The majority of public facilities submit Medicare claims daily or weekly.

\(^{53}\) In early 2015, Human Services made system changes to enable the Medicare ‘sweep’ for private facilities, however as of January 2016 no private facilities had commenced using it.

\(^{54}\) A small number of private facilities still submit data via compact disc.

\(^{55}\) Administrative activities undertaken by DVA were not examined in the course of this audit.

\(^{56}\) Unlike other payments administered by Human Services on behalf of Health, payments under the ROHPG Scheme are not part of the regular sweeping arrangements. Each transfer of funds to Human Services is specifically authorised by the relevant delegate.
Summary

2.53 The ANAO identified a number of issues relating to Health’s management of the Scheme which would merit review should Health continue to administer the Scheme in accordance with current settings. Those issues are addressed in Recommendation 1. An alternative approach, discussed above and in the following chapter, is to consider program design issues more fundamentally.

Recommendation No.1

2.54 The ANAO recommends that, should the Department of Health continue to administer the ROHPG Scheme in accordance with current program settings, the department should:

(a) periodically review and document reimbursement rates and the underlying variables that inform the calculation of those rates, including interest rates and exchange rates;
(b) publish its areas of need analysis to inform stakeholder investment decisions; and
(c) clarify guidance relating to competing applications, the replacement and refurbishment of equipment, multiple funding sources, and the imposition of bulk-billing conditions.

Department of Health response: Agreed.
3. Program outcomes and design

Areas examined
This chapter examines the Scheme’s performance framework; the outcomes of the Scheme since it commenced operation nearly three decades ago; and a number of underlying design issues.

Conclusion
The Scheme’s performance indicators do not provide a complete or balanced measure of the Scheme’s performance against its stated policy objectives: to improve health outcomes for cancer patients; increase access to radiation oncology services; improve equity of access for cancer patients; and ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation oncology services.57

The Scheme has been operating continuously for nearly three decades. In that time, the Scheme has been the subject of a number of internal and external reviews. Some of these reviews have resulted in changes to specific elements of the Scheme. However, no recent review or evaluation has systematically assessed the Scheme’s outcomes against its four policy objectives. The ANAO reviewed key evaluations, reviews and other information available to Health to assess the Scheme’s performance. Overall, it is difficult to assess the specific contribution made by the Scheme as a complex range of policy settings and related programs have also influenced the sector since 1988.

The department has advised the ANAO that it intends to review the Scheme in 2016. That review provides an opportunity to consider issues of program design more fundamentally. In that context, there would also be merit in reviewing a number of key elements of the Scheme: the treatment of capital payments, capital allowances and pricing transparency.

Areas for improvement
The ANAO recommends that as part of its planned review of the Scheme, the Department of Health review the underlying program design.

Does Health’s performance framework provide a basis for assessing Scheme outcomes against policy objectives?

Health currently reports performance against one quantitative indicator focusing on the number of sites delivering radiation oncology, and a qualitative indicator focusing on expert stakeholder engagement. The indicators do not provide a complete or balanced measure of the Scheme’s performance against its stated policy objectives: to improve health outcomes for cancer patients; increase access to radiation oncology services; improve equity of access for cancer patients; and ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation oncology services.
External performance reporting

3.1 The Scheme’s policy objectives are: to improve health outcomes for cancer patients; increase access to radiation oncology services; improve equity of access for cancer patients; and ensure the highest quality and safety of radiation oncology services. Health publicly reports outcomes for radiation oncology measures under departmental Outcome 3: Access to Medical and Dental Services.

3.2 Health’s 2014–15 Annual Report reports on one quantitative key performance indicator for the Scheme, access to quality radiation oncology services, which relates to the number of sites delivering radiation oncology. The 2014–15 target was identified as 69, and the actual result was reported as 75.\(^58\) Health’s achievement against this target over the past five years is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Number of sites delivering radiation oncology: 2010–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>63(^b)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note a: Prior to 2012–13, Health reported on ‘the number of Radiation Oncology Health Program grants provided’ rather than the ‘number of sites delivering radiation oncology’. Health advised that the majority of radiation oncology facilities receive Scheme funding to purchase equipment.

Note b: In Health’s 2011–12 Annual Report, the number of sites was recorded as 64, however, in subsequent Annual Reports this figure was reported as 63. The department did not address this discrepancy in figures reported in its Annual Reports.


3.3 Health also reports on one qualitative performance indicator, which is expert stakeholder engagement in pathology, diagnostic imaging and radiation oncology. The 2014–15 Annual Report noted that ‘[t]he Department has worked with stakeholders and service providers to support the delivery of high-quality radiation oncology services that have resulted in better health outcomes for patients’.\(^59\)

3.4 Health advised the ANAO that its quantitative performance target — access to radiation oncology services — is linked to Health’s long term planning activities because Scheme equipment approvals are granted based on analysis of ‘areas of need’, incorporating cancer incidence and Australian Institute of Health and Welfare data. The quantitative performance indicator is relevant and reliable, but it is not complete as an indicator of patient access.\(^60\) It focusses on one dimension of access, the total number of sites delivering radiation oncology, and does not address other dimensions, such as the location of services. Consequently, the indicator does not help inform Parliament and stakeholders of the link between funding provided under the Scheme,


\(^{59}\) Ibid. p. 66.

\(^{60}\) The ANAO’s criteria for assessing key performance indicators are relevance (focused and understandable); reliability (measurable and free from bias); and completeness (balanced and representative of the program objective). ANAO Report No. 21 2013–14, *Pilot Project to Audit Key Performance Indicators*, p. 41.
alignment with identified areas of need, and improvements in patient access. Similarly, the qualitative performance indicator relating to stakeholder engagement does not provide insight into how stakeholder consultation is likely to translate into the achievement of the Scheme’s objectives.

3.5 During the course of the audit, Health also published information on the percentage of the Australian population located in each state, and the number and percentage of linear accelerators and facilities in each state. This information provides a basis for improved reporting on the Scheme’s contribution to improved equity of access for patients.

Internal performance reporting

3.6 Internally, Health reviews information relating to workforce capacity projects, dosimetry accuracy, cancer survival rates, and improvements to patient access.

Have the Scheme’s outcomes been evaluated against its policy objectives?

The Scheme has been operating continuously for nearly three decades. In that time, the Scheme has been the subject of a number of internal and external reviews. Some of these reviews resulted in changes to specific elements of the Scheme. However, no recent review or evaluation has systematically assessed the Scheme’s outcomes against its four policy objectives. The ANAO reviewed key evaluations, reviews and other information available to Health to assess the Scheme’s performance. Overall, it is difficult to assess the specific contribution made by the Scheme as a complex range of policy settings and related programs have also influenced the sector since 1988.

In summary, there have been improvements in the number of facilities and machines used to treat cancer; and the number and proportion of facilities located in regional areas. This period has also seen an improvement in patient bulk-billing rates for radiotherapy and therapeutic nuclear medicine, as well as a reduction in the average age of the equipment fleet. Together, these developments are likely to have contributed to realising the Scheme’s stated policy objectives.

However, a number of other factors are likely to have contributed to these changes, including the incentive for public and private sector organisations to locate facilities in areas that will maximise patient throughput and return on investment; other Government policies aimed at improving the affordability of health care services; and specific funding programs for radiation oncology facilities. Consequently, the extent to which the Scheme has directly contributed to these outcomes is unclear.


62 In November 2015, the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare released a pilot report on radiotherapy waiting times in Australia which is also of relevance in this respect. The report database includes information on patient demographics, including remoteness and socioeconomic status.

Since the Scheme’s inception in 1988, there have been a number of internal and external reviews of both the Scheme and the radiation oncology sector. Of these reviews, one of the most significant was the 2002 Baume Inquiry, which made a number of recommendations relating to the Scheme’s design and administration including: consideration of areas of need, aligning the funding model for public and private facilities, promoting multidisciplinary care and workforce planning, prioritising a reduction in the average age of linear accelerators, and reviewing equipment eligibility.

No recent review or evaluation has systematically assessed the Scheme’s outcomes against its policy objectives. The ANAO examined key reviews and evaluations commissioned to date and a range of other information available to the department, to assess the Scheme’s performance against its four policy objectives.

**Aligning facility locations with identified areas of need**

During the operation of the Scheme, there have been a number of changes to the quantity and distribution of radiation oncology services in Australia, consistent with the Scheme’s objective to increase access to services. The changes include:

- the number of megavoltage machines used to deliver radiation oncology services in Australia has increased from 46 megavoltage machines in 1988 to around 200 in 2015;
- the aggregate number of treatment facilities has also increased. Prior to 1988, there were 18 public and private treatment facilities. By 2015, the number of radiation oncology facilities funded under the Scheme has increased to 76;
- in 2002, out of 44 radiation oncology facilities in Australia, only six (14 per cent) were in rural and regional areas. Since then, the number and proportion of facilities in regional areas has increased. By 2015, of the 76 facilities receiving funding, 57 were located in major cities, and the remaining 19 (or 25 per cent) were located in regional areas; and

---

64 These machines are used to deliver a targeted beam of radiation to the patient. The most commonly used megavoltage machines in Australia in 2016 are called linear accelerators. Previously, other types of machines such as cobalt units were used but have since been superseded.
68 The Department of Health adopts the Australian Standard Geographical Classification – Remoteness Area (ASGC-RA) structure. Of the 76 facilities, 15 are classified as RA2 – Inner Regional, and 4 are classified as RA3 – Outer Regional.
• data provided by Health indicates that there is now a broad alignment between the population in each state and territory and the number of linear accelerators and facilities located there.  

3.10 A number of related policies, such as the Health and Hospitals Fund, Regional Cancer Centres, and the Better Access to Radiation Oncology program, are also likely to have contributed to the outcomes listed above. In addition, both private and public organisations have their own incentives to locate facilities in areas where they believe that patient throughput will be sufficient to sustain their operation.

**Improving equity of access for cancer patients**

3.11 Affordability is an important factor in facilitating patient access to radiation oncology services. Patients can face a variety of costs including: the cost of travel to treatment facilities; accommodation; loss of income while travelling to treatment; childcare costs; and direct costs of treatment, such as gap payments and upfront expenses. Health considers affordability in the context of assessing applications for funding under the Scheme. In particular, one of the six Scheme criteria relates to bulk-billing commitments presented by facilities. While the department does have the ability to make bulk-billing a condition of funding, as discussed in paragraphs 2.30–2.32, the department does not have a clearly articulated policy framework around patient accessibility to support a consistent and outcome-focused approach to the imposition of bulk-billing conditions.

3.12 Since 1988–89, the rate of bulk billing for Radiotherapy and Therapeutic Nuclear Medicine services has steadily increased from 12 per cent to its current rate of 67.9 per cent, as shown in Figure 3.1.

---


3.13 The rate of bulk-billing for radiation oncology services is comparable to the overall rate of bulk-billing for Medicare-eligible services and across region types. Where patients incur out-of-pocket costs, the MBS average patient contribution for radiotherapy and therapeutic nuclear medicine was around $37 in 2014–15. Medicare data demonstrates that more than 80 per cent of all radiotherapy services are charged at the MBS fee or less. Consequently, a large proportion of patients experience no or low out-of-pocket costs for their treatment.

3.14 The rate of bulk-billing in the private sector is substantially lower than the overall rate. Health advised the ANAO that private radiotherapy services account for around 24 per cent of all radiotherapy services, and of these private services, around 29 per cent are bulk-billed. Health also advised that in most areas where patients are charged high fees, there is a ‘no-cost high quality’ alternative available to patients such as a public hospital.

3.15 A discussion paper prepared by Health in 2012 pointed to a range of factors that are likely to have improved the rate of bulk-billing, in particular the introduction of the Extended Medicare Safety Net (EMSN) in 2004, and an increased number of public facilities providing radiation oncology services. Accordingly, the extent to which the Scheme has directly improved financial accessibility is unclear.

---

72 For ‘Out of Hospital and Patient Billed services for Radiotherapy and Therapeutic Nuclear Medicine’. ibid.
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Replacement of equipment

3.16 The ROHPG Scheme is intended to promote timely replacement of radiation oncology equipment. This approach is considered to deliver better health outcomes, as incremental improvements in technology are expected to increase the accuracy, safety and effectiveness of treatments to better control and cure tumours and reduce side effects. In addition, as the machines used to deliver radiation therapy increase in age, their reliability generally reduces, and it may become more difficult to source parts for maintenance.

3.17 A survey in 1999 found that there were 94 linear accelerators and one cobalt machine in Australia. The mean age of equipment was 6.3 years; in general the machines in the public system were older (mean age of 7.0 years) than the machines in the private system (mean age 3.9 years); and there were three public facilities where the mean age of machines was approximately twice the national average (11.5, 12.1 and 14.0 years).

3.18 Similarly, the 2002 Baume Inquiry found that a ‘substantial proportion’ of the machines in the public sector were more than 10 years old; with some machines more than 15 years old still operating. The Inquiry also noted that the incentives that were in place for private facilities to replace their equipment in a timely manner did not apply to public facilities. Subsequent changes to the Scheme brought the public sector funding arrangements into line with the private sector in this regard. Survey data from the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists suggests that between 2000 and 2010, there has been a reduction in the average age of the radiation oncology equipment fleet. In particular:

- the percentage of linear accelerators aged more than 10 years declined from 14 per cent to nine per cent;
- the percentage of linear accelerators aged between five and 10 years declined from 39 per cent to 28 per cent; and
- the percentage of linear accelerators aged five years or less increased from 40 per cent to 60 per cent.

3.19 It is possible that the Scheme may have contributed to reducing the age of radiation oncology equipment in Australia. A reduction in the average age of machines, in turn, is likely to have contributed towards improving the quality of machines used, and therefore treatment outcomes.

outcomes for patients.\footnote{Baume, Peter, \textit{A Vision for Radiotherapy: Report of the Radiation Oncology Inquiry}, Commonwealth of Australia, 2002, p. 99. The Radiation Oncology Tripartite Committee also notes that “Radiation oncology is a specialty dealing with rapidly changing technological advances largely directed at improving the accuracy and effectiveness of radiotherapy outcomes, including better control and cure of tumours, as well as reduction of side effects. Increasing use of high quality imaging to direct radiotherapy, newer types of radiation (such as heavy ions) and modern treatment techniques, such as Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT), are changing the standard treatment methods. Radiation oncology facilities must include appropriate technological and information technology infrastructure to ensure quality service provision.” Radiation Oncology Tripartite Committee, \textit{Planning for the best: Tripartite National Strategic Plan for Radiation Oncology 2012–22}, 2012, p. 32.} Health has not analysed whether the reduction in the average age of machines has been due to accelerated replacement of machines in existing facilities, or increases in the overall number of new machines.

3.20 More fundamentally, the current program design is based on key settings which emphasise replacement and may not give sufficient attention to optimising the economic life of machines. These settings include standard life-of-type calculations (discussed in Chapter 2) and assumptions about regular replacement as discussed in paragraph 3.16.

3.21 This performance audit has highlighted a number of issues relating to program design, which are discussed further in the next section.

**Program design**

The department has advised the ANAO that it intends to review the Scheme in 2016. That review provides an opportunity to consider issues of program design more fundamentally. In that context, there would also be merit in reviewing a number of key elements of the Scheme – the treatment of capital payments, capital allowances and pricing transparency.

The current approach to reimbursing facilities is based on a representative schedule of equipment prices, rather than actual purchase costs. Under current arrangements, Health is unable to provide assurance that the scheduled equipment capital allowances are being set in a manner that accurately reflects the capital costs to facilities.

3.22 Since it was first introduced in 1988, the Scheme has focused on coordinated management of the supply of machines by the Commonwealth. Health’s administration of the Scheme has been based on an assessment process to inform decision-making on the number and location of radiation oncology equipment, and elements of the Scheme’s design have sought to influence investment decisions of service providers relating to the type of equipment purchased and the frequency with which equipment is updated or replaced. Chapter 2 of this audit highlighted a number of issues in the department’s management of the Scheme which could be addressed administratively — through incremental adjustments reflecting the current program design — or by looking more fundamentally at the Scheme’s underlying design some three decades on.

**Separate capital payment**

3.23 Prior to 1988, the fees paid to radiation oncologists under the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) originally included a component representing the cost of equipment. When the ROHPG
Scheme was introduced, MBS fees were reduced accordingly. The Scheme was implemented to address the following issues:

- incorporating the capital component in the MBS fees led to excessive payments (having regard to the total equipment cost) when a piece of equipment was used to treat more patients or continued to be used for longer than expected;
- variations between practices’ equipment prices and types could lead to under- or over-compensation; and
- the structure of the MBS fee system was less responsive to changes in technology.\(^{77}\)

3.24 Since that time, the department has considered reintegrating Scheme payments into MBS payments. That approach would raise the option of closing the Scheme and reducing the Commonwealth’s related administrative costs.

### Scheduled capital allowances

3.25 Payments under the Scheme are designed to reimburse facilities for the full capital cost of items of eligible equipment, including certain accessories, over their useful life, however in practice these payments represent a contribution towards the capital cost of the equipment. This is because the Scheme does not reimburse facilities for actual purchase costs — rather, the Guidelines contain a schedule of equipment items and per-treatment rates of reimbursement for services provided. The Scheme reimbursement mechanism is similar to a voucher system. Facilities receive a set payment and have the option of investing amounts over or under the scheduled rates.\(^{78}\)

3.26 Using scheduled equipment values rather than actual purchase costs has both risks and benefits, which are summarised in Table 3.2.

#### Table 3.2: Risks and benefits of the Scheme reimbursement model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risks</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Publicly available scheduled prices could encourage vendors to quote prices up to the limits of the scheduled reimbursement amounts, especially given that there are relatively few equipment vendors.  
• If facilities are able to procure equipment for less than the scheduled price, they would retain the extra funds. | • Greater equity of funding distribution between facilities.  
• Administrative simplicity for Health.  
• Greater certainty for businesses.  
• May remove the need for the department to closely monitor the nature and type of ancillary equipment and services acquired with each item of equipment.  
• Compensating facilities for actual purchase costs could weaken the incentives for facilities to negotiate with vendors on price. |

Source: Health and stakeholder input to Scheme reviews.

---

\(^{77}\) The Australian Association of Private Radiation Oncology Practices (AAPROP), Submission to the Commonwealth Review of Health Program Grants for Radiation Oncology, May 1994, p. 3.

\(^{78}\) In practice, some facilities do purchase more expensive equipment as well as equipment that is not listed on the schedule.
The need to develop, maintain and administer payment schedules adds to the overall cost of Commonwealth administration, and potentially falls away under the rolled-up payment model discussed in paragraphs 3.23–3.25.

Transparency of pricing

3.28 Scheme capital allowances are determined with the assistance of Health’s Technical Specifications Working Group. The process by which the Technical Specifications Working Group determines capital allowances under the Scheme involves obtaining quotations from the various manufacturers/suppliers of radiation oncology equipment to determine base specifications and prices. Under this process, the department writes to radiation oncology equipment suppliers, advising that the department is reviewing the scheduled capital allowances, and requests the manufacturers and suppliers to provide an all-inclusive price for the items listed in the equipment schedule.

3.29 Basing capital allowances for radiation oncology equipment on vendor quotes has a number of potential risks, due to the level of supply-side market concentration and the lack of pricing transparency. In particular:

- the department does not have visibility over bulk-purchase or other discounts that facilities may receive;
- facilities may opt for lease agreements that incorporate additional costs such as servicing and maintenance which would make it more difficult to determine the cost of capital alone; and
- the Scheme schedule of equipment has been designed to accommodate a range of equipment which can vary significantly in price.

3.30 Health advised the ANAO that the extent to which the scheduled equipment capital allowances reflect actual purchase costs is not monitored. Under current arrangements, Health is therefore unable to provide assurance that the scheduled equipment capital allowances are being set in a manner that accurately reflects the capital costs to facilities.

3.31 Any future review of the Scheme should consider mechanisms to improve pricing transparency. This would remain an issue regardless of whether the current program design is retained, or whether a rolled-up price is introduced.

---

79 The Technical Specifications Working Group consists of representatives of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists (Faculty of Radiation Oncology), the Australian Institute of Radiography, the Australasian College of Physical Scientists and Engineers in Medicine, the Australian Association of Private Radiation Oncology Practices and two jurisdictional representatives.
**Recommendation No.2**

3.32 The ANAO recommends that as part of its planned review of the ROHPG Scheme, the Department of Health review the underlying program design, including mechanisms to improve pricing transparency.

**Department of Health response:** Agreed.

---

Grant Hehir  
Auditor-General  
Canberra ACT  
5 May 2016
Appendices
Appendix 1  Entity responses

27 April 2016

Dr Tom Ioannou
Group Executive Director
Performance Audit Services Group
Australian National Audit Office
GPO Box 707
Canberra ACT 2601

Dear Dr Ioannou

Audit on the administration of the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants

I refer to your letter dated 30 March 2016 and the attached Proposed Report of the Administration of the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants (ROHPG) Scheme.

As mentioned in the Proposed Report, the ROHPG Scheme has been operating for nearly three decades and there have been a range of complex policy settings and changes that have influenced the sector since its inception. I am pleased to note in the report that, since the Scheme began, there have been improvements in the number of facilities, number and age of machines, increased regional service access and an improvement in bulk billing rates. These positive changes reflect the initial objectives of the Scheme.

With such a long running program and evolving sector, the findings in the report and recommendations are not unexpected. As advised by the Department, a review of the Scheme is currently underway and one of the key objectives of the review will be to consider the relevant policy objectives of the Scheme. The ANAO report findings will be taken into consideration as part of the review and are very timely.

The Department’s response for noting in the Audit Report Summary is:

As identified in the Audit Report, the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants (ROHPG) Scheme has been operating for nearly three decades and there has been a range of factors that have influenced the sector since its inception. Given that the ROHPG Scheme has been operating since 1998 and not reviewed since 1999, the proposed report is welcome. Furthermore, the Proposed Report recommendations are very relevant in the context of the review the Department is undertaking of the Scheme. The Department agrees with the audit report and will consider the report as part of its review.
The findings of the audit are of significant value in the current review of the ROHPG Scheme and the broader issue of programme design will be a key area of consideration. The Department agrees with the two recommendations made in the report.

If you have any questions regarding the Department’s response, please contact Ms Celia Street on (02) 6289 7735.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Martin Bowles PSM
Ref: EC16-000606

Dr Tom Ioannou  
Group Executive Director  
Performance Audit Services Group  
Australian National Audit Office  
GPO Box 707  
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Dear Dr Ioannou

Thank you for the opportunity to comment formally on the proposed ‘section 19’ report arising from the Australian National Audit Office’s (ANAO) performance audit of the Administration of the Radiation Oncology Health Program Grants Scheme, dated 30 March 2016.

The Department of Human Services (the department) agrees with the content of the redacted version of the proposed ‘section 19’ report provided for comment and is pleased to note that the Auditor-General found no issues requiring attention from the department.

Attachment A to this letter sets out the department’s overall response to the proposed report.

If you would like to discuss the department’s response, please do not hesitate to contact Mr Barry Sandison, Deputy Secretary, Health and Information Group, on 02 6141 9014.

Yours sincerely

Kathryn Campbell

April 2016
### Appendix 2   Department of Health: projected areas of need by Health Planning Region as at 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/territory</th>
<th>Health Planning Region</th>
<th>Linear accelerators required by 2016 (oversupply or shortfall)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>South Metro</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>Country Health SA</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Nepean Blue Mountains</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Murrumbidgee</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>West Moreton</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Southern NSW</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>North Eastern</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Gippsland</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Mackay</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Northern NSW</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>Southern Adelaide</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Loddon Mallee</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Western NSW</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Hume</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Wheatbelt</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Great Southern</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Western Sydney</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Albury Wodonga Health</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Cairns and Hinterland</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Goldfields</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Pilbara</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>South Western Sydney</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Far West</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Kimberley</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Grampians</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A negative number represents an oversupply of linear accelerators. A positive number indicates an undersupply and is therefore an area of need.

Source: Department of Health, areas of need analysis.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/territory</th>
<th>Health Planning Region</th>
<th>Linear accelerators required by 2016 (oversupply or shortfall)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Sunshine Coast—Wide Bay</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Illawarra Shoalhaven</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Cape York</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Central West</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Torres Strait - Northern Peninsula</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Central Queensland</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Barwon South Western</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>Northern Adelaide</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Central Coast</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Territory</td>
<td>Northern Territory</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Hunter New England</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Darling Downs</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Gold Coast</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Mid North Coast</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Capital Territory</td>
<td>Australian Capital Territory</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>South Eastern Sydney</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Townsville</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Northern Sydney</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Metro North</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Western Central</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>Central Adelaide</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Metro South</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>North Metro</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note a: A negative number represents an oversupply of linear accelerators. A positive number indicates an undersupply and is therefore an area of need.

Source: Department of Health, areas of need analysis.